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Three billion people     
living on less than 
$2.50 a day; 
  

One billion with 
insufficient access  
to clean water;  
 

About 2.4 billion  
people without a 
decent energy source; 
 

1.2 billion suffering 
from chronic hunger:   
 

All this is "morally 
unacceptable

UN climate convention (UNFCCC) chief Christiana Figueres at the Barbara Ward Lecture in London, 2011 
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despite the spectacular successes of nations 
such as China, Thailand, Malaysia and Brazil 

in raising living standards, and despite 
advances secured by the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs) 

Chronic poverty challenges 
world justice 
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Climate change is one of the issues that 
threatens to exacerbate the situation:   

 

raising sea levels, increasing drought in 
drought-prone areas, reducing crop yields. 
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The Future We Want  
at the UN conference on Sustainable Development  

April 2012 
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Human Rights and  
Millennium  
Development  
Goals… 

…are modern re-discoveries of  
 the centuries-old human pursuit of happiness 
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July 4th, 1777 
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There is no astrolabe to orient the policy makers’  
understanding of human rights and of MDGs policies  

 However, 
 some consensus on the fundamentals 
 has emerged from research and practice  
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Jeffrey D. Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute 

Sandro Calvani, Director of U.N. MDGs Center at AIT  

Jan Vandemoortele, co-creator  of U.N. MDGs 

…a good intention denied. 

…the belle of the ball of 
International cooperation.  

…the true global constitution  
of humankind.  

What are the MDGs?   
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Justice, development  
and peace 

I come 
first  

MDGs  

Human 
rights  

No, you come 
after me   
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3 + 7 + 4 

back to basics 
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Integration, 
implementation and 
coherence.  

 

The world must integrate the 
economic, social and 
environmental pillars of 
sustainable development.  

 

It must address the 
implementation of the 
sustainable development 
agenda. And it should lead to 
coherent policies and 
programmes at all levels. 

3 + 7 + 4 
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1. combating poverty, (including through 
 green jobs and social inclusion);  
2. food security and sustainable agriculture;  
3. sound water management;  
4. energy access including from renewable 
 sources and energy efficiency;  
5. sustainable cities;  
6. management of oceans;  
7. improving community resilience and 
 disaster preparedness.  
 
Cross cutting areas of civil society work are:  
sustainable consumption, means of 
implementation, gender mainstreaming, 
education, science and technology. 
 

This generation’s  
seven missions are: 3 + 7 + 4 
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A green economy in the context of sustainable 
development and poverty eradication;  
 

A global council for Sustainable Development;  
 

A new global governance of the Earth environment;  
 

New and binding sustainable development goals (SDGs) 
in the context of a post-2015 MDGs.  
 

a road map  
and good practices  

for the  
implementation of:  

3 + 7 + 4 
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 … 

Five insights 
for a more humane world:  
 

values, choices and 
perspectives of Christian 
lay people’s commitment 

new call 
 to holiness  

new forms of  
Nimby syndrome 

new global  
challenges 

Giuseppe Toniolo , 1845-1918 
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"For us the life of society is an 
inseparable whole, indivisible 
unity that is compliant to another 
indivisible unity which is the human 
person…  
 
Every science that portrays some 
aspect of those unities should be 
studied separately, but at the same 
time together with the linkages with 
all other scientific studies  that 
have the same object or those to 
which they are hierarchically 
subordinate” 
 
   Giuseppe Toniolo  
 
 
 
(as quoted in: Molesti, 2005 p. 18). 

People 
and 

planet  
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“We must always use that deep 
sense of history for which you 
can not only understand the exact 
nature of a problem, but also a 
precise evaluation of its terms 
and aspects at different times 
and in different political, ethical, 
social and economic environments”. 
 
  Giuseppe Toniolo  
 

(as quoted in Pecorari, 1981 p. 38) 

People 
and 

times  
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“We should not be limited to a 
history of dynastic succession,  
of the exploits of conquerors,  
of political combinations,  
 
but we must think of a total 
history in which there is the 
people, its beliefs, its customs 
and its culture, its passions and 

sorrows, the real civil society 
that truly lives and stirs 
beneath the surface” 
 
   Giuseppe Toniolo  
 
(as quoted in: Molesti, 2005 p. 17). 
 

People 
and 

cultures  
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There are no eternal and 
immutable rules to guide the 
human activity, which is 
incumbent upon scientists to 
unravel.  
 
Instead the human person, 
as such, is endowed with 
freedom and his actions are 
self-imposed by the moral 
and social context where he 
lives and works.  
 
   Giuseppe Toniolo  

Science 
and 

freedom  
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Political economy becomes, in this 
sense, the human science which 
studies only one of the many 
aspects,that produce social 
welfare that is, wealth and its 
distribution mechanisms,  
 
but such human science can not 
fail to analyse all other aspects 
that allow the welfare of society 
such as respect for human rights, 
peace, security, cultural 
development and, ultimately, 
ethical values. 
 
   Giuseppe Toniolo 

 (as quoted in: Solari, 2007 pp. 39-58). 

Economy 
and… 

Ethics 
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Rothkopf argues that while for 
much of the 20th century the 
great struggle on the world 
stage was between capitalism 
and communism, which 
capitalism won,  
 
the great struggle in the 21st 
century will be about which 
version of capitalism will win, 
which one will prove the most 
effective at generating growth 
and become the most emulated.  

What will be the future economy?  
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What socio-economic model will win? 

Will it be Beijing’s capitalism 
with Chinese characteristics?  
 

Will it be the democratic 
development capitalism of 
India and Brazil?  
 

Will it be entrepreneurial 
small-state capitalism of 
Singapore and Israel?  
 

Will it be European safety-
net capitalism?  
 

Or will it be American 
capitalism? 
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America’s success for over 
200 years was largely due to 
its healthy, balanced public-
private partnership, 
 

where government provided 
the institutions, rules, safety 
nets, education, research and 
infrastructure, 
 

to empower the private 
sector to innovate, invest and 
take the risks that promote 
growth and jobs.  
 

Fundamentals of American success  

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/14/opinion/friedman-capitalism-version-2012.html?src=me&ref=general 28 



When the private sector 
overwhelms the public, you get 
the 2008 subprime crisis. 
When the public overwhelms 
the private, you get choking 
regulations.  
 
The lesson of history, is that 
capitalism thrives best when 
you have this balance, and 
when you lose the balance, you 
get in trouble. 

A balance between market and ethics.   
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“Now, like all of you, my 
responsibility is to act in 
the interest of my nation 
and my people, and I will 
never apologize for 
defending those interests.   
 
But it is my deeply held 
belief that in the year 
2009, more than at any 
point in human history, the 
interests of nations and 
peoples are shared”.  
 
President B. Obama’s speech at the United Nations  

Yes, we can 
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We are the world 

“The religious convictions that we 
hold in our hearts can forge new 
bonds among people, or they can 
tear us apart.   
 
The technology we harness can 
light the path to peace, or 
forever darken it.   
 
The energy we use can sustain our 
planet, or destroy it.   
 
What happens to the hope of a 
single child –anywhere- can enrich 
our world, or impoverish it”. 
 

President B. Obama’s speech at the United Nations, 2009 
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This body was founded on 
the belief that the nations 
of the world could solve 
their problems together.   
 
Franklin Roosevelt,  
[believed that] "The 
structure of world peace 
cannot be the work of one 

man, or one party, or one 
nation… It cannot be a 
peace of large nations… or 
of small nations.  
  
It must be a peace which 
rests on the cooperative 
effort of the whole world“. 

President B. Obama’s speech at the United Nations, 2009 
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together 
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…we get in trouble 
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Growth creates 
             POLLUTION 38 
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The buzz in action 

you have seen it in the press,  
there is something in the air… 
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 With the current globalization 
we need to extend our circle of 
empathy and view humanity as a 
worldwide extended human family.  
 

  
 As long as we refrain from 
facing that challenge, divisiveness 
and unsolvable conflicts will persist. 
 

  
 The contradiction between 
modern problems, new scientific 
knowledge and the inadequacy of our 
prevalent source of morality or of 
ethics, lead to ask what kind of 
values would be required to face the 
new challenges.  
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What would our civilization look 
like if we were to adopt them? 

 

Pursuit of happiness 
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Development,  
security and human rights  
 are not only ends in themselves;  
 they reinforce each other,  
 and depend on each other.  
 

In our interconnected world, the human 
family will not enjoy development without 
security, it will not enjoy security without 
development, and it will not enjoy either 
without respect for human rights.  

 

  Kofi Annan,  UN Secretary-General, 2000 



 
New global governance  

 
Understanding and untangling  
the rapidly changing interaction between 
global public goods and human rights  
and global public bads and security  
 
There is a need of Rethinking, Redesigning 
and Rebuilding the arquitecture of global  
governance of convergent threats to global  
security, justice, civil liberties and peace. 
 
http://www.weforum.org/documents/riskbrowser2010/risks/ 

http://www.weforum.org/documents/riskbrowser2010/risks/


Major entangled knots  
between security and rights 

 
1. Environment and resources: Concerns of climate  change, 
 peak oil, ecosystems and water. 
 

2. Globalisation issues: Growing interdependence, poor 
 distribution of wealth and income, demographic 
 change, employment, trade and finance. 
 

3. World Development: Sustainable development,  
 demographic growth, poverty, environmental stress, 
 food production, health and employment. 
 

4. Social Transformation: Social change, gender equity, 
 values  and ethics, religion and spirituality, culture, 
 identity.  
 

5. Peace and security: justice, democracy, governance,    
 solidarity, security and challenges to peace including 
 polarization, violence and conflict. 

 
Source: Club of Rome reserch in 2009/10 



Challenges and opportunities  

   for a better and smarter global governance       

of human security and human rights  

 

1. Respect    6. Coherence 

2. Responsibility   7. Transparency 

3. Sustainability   8. Accountability 

4. Solidarity   9. Credibility 

5. Subsidiarity   10. Results orientation 



 
Significant gaps in democratic control  

of security governance 
 
 

 Multiple standards in the UN Security Council  
 decision making. 
 
 

 Regional institutions have different criteria  
 and sense of urgency. 
 
 

 Regional collaboration on security matters is 
variable and often unpredictable. 

 
 

 Different relevance of International political care 



 
 

      Principles of Global Ethics in the  

governance of Human Security and Human Rights  
 

Effective and just global governance should be based 

on the following five principles of global ethics: 

 

I.     Global justice 

II.    Social responsibility 

III.   Environmental stewardship 

IV.   Interdependence 

V.    Localism 
 
Source: Larry Colero, A Framework For Universal Principles of Ethics 



         Overseen variables in the   

governance of human security and human rights  
 

 

 Effective and just security and human rights 

policies often re-enforce each other through: 
 

I.   Excellent clarity on principles and definitions  (more) 

 II.  Applied research on good practices  

 III. In depth cultural awareness  

 IV. Public-Private partnerships  (more) 

 V.  Applied localism  (more) 

  



I.   Excellent clarity on principles and definitions  

 

  Poverty ignites armed conflict,                                  
    and armed conflict perpetrates conflict  (more);  
 
   Human security is a broad concept, it includes human 

rights, good governance, access to education, health 
care, civil liberties, personal opportunities; 

 
 Governments, intergovernmental Organizations, 

competent civil society institutions and peoples share 
equal responsibilities.   



          IV. Public-Private partnerships in the  

       governance of human security and human rights  

 

    Growing need and little attention to create a synergy 

     between State and Non-State actors: 
 

 

           •  States cannot be effective in carrying out their 

       duties without the participation of non-State actors; 
 

         •  Cannot propose solutions with passports to problems  

       without passports; 
 

         •   Cooperation between States, national, regional, inter- 

       national organizations, NGOs, civil society and the  

       private sector. 



   V.  Localism in the  

 governance of security and human rights  
 

Within globalization and universal values, maintain the 

reverence for a place and respect of its customs: 
 

 

•  Global public goods cannot be arbitrarily applied  

    in a “one size fits all” fashion; 
 

•  In adopting universal values, adapt them from the bottom-up; 
 

•  Integrate with respect of local traditions and values; 
 

•  Global problems have local repercussions 



 The nexus between global crimes and local conflicts 
 

 Conflict is interwoven with organized crime which manages 
arms trafficking, contraband of petroleum, diamonds, 
precious metals, trafficking of drugs and of human beings.  

 

 War leaves in its wake, death, devastation, and an enormous 
quantity of arms. These arms, according to some estimates, 
cause a 25 percent rise in homicides in the 5 years following 
the end of a conflict.  

 

 Half of civil wars that are resolved with a peace agreement are 
transformed into a new conflict within 5 years. Events of war, 
organised crime and terrorism interact and perpetuate the 
spiral of human tragedy. 



 Illicit profits and global crimes threaten   
security, human rights and peace  

 

 

Trafficking of humans (2.4 million)            $ 32 billion. 
Human Smuggling      $ 10 billion 
Drug trafficking      $ 400 billion 
Illegal logging      $ 5 billion 
Environmental, pollution, natural resources  $ 2 billion 
Trafficking in weapons (200K dead x year)  $ 1 billion 
CBRN (1,562 incidents)     65 % lost 
Trafficking in art      $ 6 billion 
Counterfeiting of goods     $ 200 billion 
Counterfeit medicines (700K dead per year) $ 75 billion 
Cigarette smuggling (unpaid taxes)   $ 5 billion 
Money Laundering (2-5% of global GDP)  $ 800-2,000 bil. 
Cyber-crime      N.A. 
 

Source: WEF GAC report on illicit trade, 2010 
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We need two planets 

Our global 
[ecological] footprint 
now exceeds the 
world’s capacity to 
regenerate by about 
30%.  

 

Living Planet Report of 2008 
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We need two planets 

If our demands on the 
planet continue  
at the same rate,  
by the mid-2030s  
we will need  
the equivalent  
of two planets  
to maintain our lifestyles. 
 

 

Living Planet Report of 2008 
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We need two planets 

 

More than three 
quarters of the world’s 
people live in nations 
that are ecological 
debtors: their national 
consumption has 
outstripped their 
country’s biocapacity. 

Living Planet Report of 2008 
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What planet  
people and institutions want ? 

Source: The planet 
we want, Parting 
thoughts on where 
things went wrong 
and how to make 
them right. Prof. 
Jean-Pierre Lehmann 
- April 2012 (with 
various adaptations 
and modifications ) 59 
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Smarter enough…  
 
to understand that we have left the 
governance of global public goods to elites 
which are incompetent, insensitive, with 
poor values of extraverted expatriatism. 
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We need new or reformed leaders  
 
with greater competence,  
more responsibility, more sensitivity,  
more consciousness, more values… 
 

and much more humility. 
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Smarter people and institutions 
should understand that: 
 

Capitalism, freedom and the global market 
economy will survive only with radical reforms.  
 

Reforms are essential not only in institutions and 
policies, but also in culture and mindsets:  
the ways we conceive the planet as it is  
and the planet we want. 
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3 most important and urgent MUST  

 
1. A concerted and successful fight against 
injustice, especially of opportunities in education, 
health and environment; 
 
2. Restoring respect to public service  
and a sense of community; 
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3 most important and urgent MUST  
 

3. Generating the feast not the clash of 
 civilisations.  
 

The world is not adjusting well  
to the challenges of creating a global village. 
 

Education at all levels should change so much 
in terms of global knowledge, attitudes and 
values as industrialization did in the past 
century.  
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Examples of people in action 

Cultural Creatives: 
  

They invent.  
They imagine.  
They heal.  
They explore.  
They create.  
They inspire.  

They push the human race forward. 
 

 
(1) Cultural Creatives, 2000, Paul H. Ray Ph.D. & Sherry Ruth Anderson Ph.D. 

(2) LohasJournal.com 1/29/2007) 
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Adapted from a presentation  

“The Human Element“ 

 by John Merritt  
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Do not be afraid  
of engaging people 

 
SIMPLICITY  

drives successful 
people engagement,  

not complexity.  

PEOPLE 
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PEOPLE 
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The vital, 

connective tissue  
across each 

element are the 
people  

whom are to be 
engaged. 

 
This is what makes  
people engagement 

possible 
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in people engagement 
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THE 

HUMAN  
ELEMENT  
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They don’t want to be just a number,  

We are  

WORKS BEST FOR THEM.  76 



People learn better from 
experiences, than from what 

they read or listen  
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Without people 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
there can be  
no people engagement   
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www.arcmdg.ait.asia 
www.sandrocalvani.it  
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www.sandrocalvani.it  
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